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PREDICTING FUTURE HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL PLAYER SUCCESS AS 
MEASURED BY ESTIMATED VARSITY GAME POINT PRODUCTION 
FROM INDIVIDUAL SOPHOMORE GAME STATISTICS 
Abstract 
DAVID FORD STRAIN 
Under the supervision of Professor Glenn E. Robinson 
For the purpose of differentiating among future high school 
basketball player success from individual varsity point production, 
this research explored the possibilities of developing a predictive 
device to aid in team and squad selection. 
During the years of 1961 through 1968, thirty juniors and twenty- 1 
one seniors of the Rapid City High School basketball varsity teams--who 
had completed the sophomore, junior, and senior basketball seasons-­
furnished the data for the formulari.zation of three predictive equations 
from the relationship of individual sophomore game statistics and var­
sity point production. I n  the development of the multiple regression 
equations, five predictor variables, namely, successful field goal aver­
age per game, attempted free throw average per game, successful free 
throw average per game, field goal percentage, and rebound percentage 
were correlated with the success variable as measured by varsity point 
production. 
In the statistical analysis, the most signific�nt predictor 
of the three developed regression equations with regard to estimating 
varsity point production was the junior-senior classification. 
The final phase of the research entailed the use of the junior­
senior predictive equation for the calculation of the estimated points 
pertaining to a specific sophomore basketball squad. For future 
varsity high school player performance, the predicted points of each 
squad member were evaluated by interpretations of excellent, good, 
average, and poor categories determined by previous comparisons of 
player success as measured by varsity point estimation. 
The research design appears to serve its purpose with regard to 
differentiating among future high school basketball playing success as 
measured by estimated varsity point production per quarter. Although 
there is reason to believe that similar statistical approaches could 
be· used to formulate an objective tool for evaluation purposes, it 
is noted that each coach should form his own success indices to suit 
his needs and player talent. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Intelligent squad and team selection is a predominate factor in 
basketball coaching success. The effectiveness and quality of poten­
tial team performance, moreover, will ultimately reside in the 
selection of basketball players who can utilize their individual 
skills and capabilities _in a co-ordinated team effort to produce 
points in a game situation. 
With a limited number of organized practice sessions before 
the first game, the basketball coach is -confronted with the problem 
of evaluating each prospective candidate for the final selected squad 
and team. Since the squad is usually limited to a certain number of 
players, it is imperative that the coach employ effective evaluation 
tools that would possibly aid in player selection. This is especially 
true of time saving methods which would assist one in gaining knowl­
edge and understanding of the prcspective basketball player's capabil­
ities. 
Also of paramount importance would be differentiating between 
various levels of abilities within the squad for team development. 
In order, then, for the coach to make valid judgements in squad and 
team selection, he must secure information, gain insight, and acquire 
knowledge concerning the pupil's immediate and future level of playing 
potential. 
2 
The writer is of the opinion that the present objective tools 
being used for predicting basketball success have generally been 
limited in scope; or, conversely, have included a myriad of physical 
and intangible factors that are difficult to apply to successful 
individual, team, and squad basketball playing performance. Rather 
than predicting individual basketball playing proficiency, the 
conventional basketball tests and resulting norms are viewed primarily 
as diagnostic instruments to reveal the strengths and weaknesses in 
certain basketball fundamentals. Furthermore, since the primary 
purpose of player selection is usually resolved in the ability to 
play the game, the measurement of isolated basketball skills, player 
reaction, and intangible factors appears to be an inadequate device 
in differentiating between levels of playing efficiency. 
Although various success standards have been used as criteria 
for evaluation purposes, the primary concern of  most high school 
basketball coaches is the game scoring potential of the prospective 
basketball candidates. Scoring potential in game situations becomes 
a paramount issue, then, when determining player effectiveness and 
making judgements in the selection of team and squad members. At 
the present time, however, there is insufficient experimental evidence 
available to evaluate prospective high school basketball players in 
terms of future point production. 
Statement .Qf the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to develop a formularized device, 
employing sophomore game statistics, which would predict future 
individual high school basketball player success as measured by game 
point production. Attempted free throws, rebound percentage, field 
goals per game, successful free throws per game, and field goal per­
centage were .t he individual, sophomore game statistics used for 
prediction purposes in this study. 
Importance of the Study 
3 
Game point production has frequently been emphasized as the 
singular most important phase of basketball. Wooden, basketball coach 
of five NCAA champions, mentions that the teams having trouble shoot­
ing the ball into the basket "are not going to win many ball games 
against the teams that can. "l 
The primary aim, according to a majority of basketball coaches 
and researchers, in individual and team basketball success to the end 
result of game point production is contingent upon basket shooting 
and related secondary playing factors. Peterson, Hobson, and Bunn 
in their studies concerning the measurement of objective factors in 
individual and team basketball success unanimously agree, moreover, 
that the end product of scoring in a game situation will depend upon 
shooting ability and successful motor manipulation into areas on the 
basketball floor where the scoring chances are enhanced. 2 
lJohn R. Wooden, Practical Modern Basketball (New York: Ronald 
Press Company, 1966), p. 82. 
2Herbert D. Peterson, "A Study of Certain Objective Factors in 
High School Basketball and Their Eelationship to Team Success'' (un 
published P. E.D. thesis, Indiana University, Bloomington, 1952), · p. 
36; Howard A. Hobson, Scientific Basketball (New Jersey: Prentice­
Hall, Inc., 1949), pp. 150-153; John l/J. Bunn, Sci.entific Principles of 
Coaching (New York: Prentice-Hall, 1955), p. 2?5. 
With the premium placed upon basketball scoring potential by 
researchers and coaches alike, an evaluating tool for predicting 
individual basketball success could center on the singular, objective 
success standard of point production under actual game conditions. 
4 
In this study, from the author's basic hypothesis of utilizing certain 
measurable game statistics, an effort was made to design an objective 
evaluation tool which would provide a basis for differentiating be­
tween player effectiven�ss in game situations as measured by the 
objective standard of individual point production. It  is hoped that 
through the ideas and techniques presented in this study, information 
and insights will be made available to aid in: 
1 .  Determining the quality of basketball ability available 
for the squad and team. 
2. Preventing the elimination of athletes from the squad who 
had playing ability equal or superior to that of the pres­
ent participating squad members. 
3. Providing an earlier assessment of team members for the 
season's games. 
4. Motivating sophomore players who might be marginal choices 
for future squad selection. 
5. Revealing the relative importance of certain game variables 
that are instrumental in the prediction of basketball 
playing performance. 
Limitations of Study 
1.  This study was limited to thirty juniors and twenty-one 
seniors of the Rapid City High School varsity basketball squads of the 
years 1961 through 1968. 
2. Only the sophomore players who had completed the entire 
sophomore basketball season and their junior and senior years on the 
varsity team were selected as subjects. 
3. The study was limited to-players who had previous ex­
perience on a ninth grade basketball team. 
4. The independent factors employed in this investigation 
were limited to vartables which could be objectively recorded. 
Definitions of Terms 
Field goal. The opportunity for a basketball player to score 
two points in a game situation by legally throwing the ball through 
the basketball hoop or goal. 
Field goal game average. Successful field goals divided by 
the total number of season games or game opportunities. 
Field goal percentage. Made field goals divided by attempted 
field goals and multiplied by one hundred. 
Free throw. The opportunity for a player to score one point 
in a game situation by legally throwing the ball throu9h the goal 
from an unobstructed position behind the free throw line. 
Made free throw� average. Successful free throws divided 
by total number of season games or game opportunities. 
5 
Quarters in basketball games. A quarter as applied to a 
basketball game is eight minutes of regular game time. There are 
6 
four quarters in a high school basketball game. A player may register 
a quarter of playing time by participating in all or any part of a 
specific quarter in a basketball contesto 
Rebound. A ball that legally caroms off the backboard and/or 
goal and is retrieved. 
Defensive rebound. A �etrieved basketball that rebounds 
from the opponent's backboard and/or goal. 
Offensive rebound. A retrieved basketball that rebounds 
from the shooting team's backboard and/or goal. 
Rebound percentage. An individual's total backboard retrieves 
or rebounds divided by the squads rebounds and multiplied by one 
hundred. 
Sophomore basketball player. A sophomore athlete who is 
selected by the coach to participate on the high school's sophomore, 
or "B"  squad basketbal 1 team. 
Sophomore subject's playino time. A sophomore athlete,' s game 
playing time was computed by the total number of season's games. 
Adjustments were made for the number of games or game opportunities 
in case of sickness or injuries. 
Student manager. A student who records the game statistics· 
and is referred to as a data collector. 
Varsity basketball player. A junior or faenior athlete who is 
selected by the coach to participate on the high school's varsity, or 
"A" squad basketball team. 
Varsity playing time. Game playing time in a subject's 
junior and senior year was calcul ated in terms of percentage of 
quarters played. The subject's played quarters were divided by the 
maximum number of playing quarters in the season and multiplied by 
one hundred. Adjustments were made in the number of maximum quarters 
or quarter opportunities in case of sickness or injuries. 
Hypotheses. 
The following hypotheses were investigated: 
1. A regression equation can be developed from sophomore 
game statistics that will differentiate among future player success 
by predicting individual point production per quarter in the junior 
year. 
7 
2. A regression equation can be developed from sophomore game 
statistics that will differentiate among future player success by 
predicting individual point production per quarter in the senior year. 
3. A regression equation can be developed from sophomore 
game statistics that will differentiate among future player success 
by predicting individual point production in the combined junior and 
senior years. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A survey of the literature reveals that a number of approaches 
have been taken to predict and show relationships between certain 
objective factors and basketball playing success. Only a brief 
summary will be given of the related research with information which 
could assist in the understanding -of the relevant factors contributing 
to this study. The investigations in this chapter, moreover, w�ll be 
confined to two major areas where findings were used to gain insight 
and predict basketball potential. 
To facilitate an organized pattern for both principal areas of 
research pertaining to basketball success, the following chapter will 
be organized into studies relative to the categories which follow: 
J.. Sk __ �, -1 tests culminating in evaluations of various game 
fundamentals, as well as 
2. Body movement and reaction time variables used for pre-
diction and evaluation purposes with regard to bas1<etbal) 
success. 
Skill Tests and Game Factors Used for Prediction and Evaluaticn 
,, 
Edgren's research was one of the earlier investigations which 
included basketball skill and general athletic ability tests to 
predict basketball playing performance. Thirty· relatively inex­
perienced basketball players formed the experimental group with an 
9 
equal number of subjects possessing varied basketball abilities 
comprising the control squad. Both groups were tested for special 
basketball abilities consisting of  ball handling and shooting drills. 1 
In relating his conclusions, Edgren postulates that progress in 
fundamental basketball drills are measurable. The findings indicate 
that the basketball skill battery and general athletic test results, 
in this study, have a high correlation with individual game perform­
ance when evaluated by student coaches and game scorers. The tests, 
in the opinion of Edgren, could be used for predicting basketball 
potential playing ability.2 
Boyd, McCachren, and Waglow used the Knox Basketball Test to 
predict individual total points and average number of minutes played 
per game of a college junior varsity basketball squad. The battery 
distinguished between the eighteen selected squad members and the 
twenty-four players who were dropped from the squad after three weeks 
of try-outs. On the other hand, the skill test results did not 
differentiate between levels of playing ability among the squad 
members when point production and playing time were used as ?uccess 
criteria.3 
lH. D. Edgren, "An Experiment in the Testing of  Ability and 
Progress in Basketball, " Research Quarterly, 3:159- 171, March, 1932. 
3clifford A. Boyd, James R. McCachren, and I. F. Waglow, 
"Predictive Ability of a Selected Basketbal J Test," Research Quarterly, 
26:364-365, October, 1955. 
10 
Only two significant rank difference correlations were obtained 
in the aforesaid research. The success criteria of  playing time and 
point production received a rho of . 85 and . 79, respectively, when 
correlated with the coach's ranking of the squad at the end of  the 
season. It should be noted, however, that the data chart results 
manifest much lower intercorrelations between the coach's ranking 
of squad members and the success criteria at the close o f  the first 
three weeks of practice. 4 
According to Stroup's study, skill score team averages had 
a significant bearing on game results. Thirty-one ten minute basket­
ball game results were compared with skill score averages computed 
from scores on dribbling, passing, and shooting tests. The teams 
that had the highest skill score average won approximately eighty-four 
per cent of their games. 5 
At a later date, Moore expanded upon Stroup's thesis by 
correlating basketball skill test scores with game results used as 
success criteria. Col�ege women were given basketball skill tests 
and divided into teams with a mean skill score average for each group. 
The won-lost results of intra-squad basketball games were correlated 
with the skill T-Scores. 6 
5francis Stroup, "Game Results as a Criterion for Validating 
Basketball Skill Tests,'' Research Quarterly, 26: 353-357, October, 1955� 
6Jacqueline Q. Moore, "An Investigation -of a Criterion for 
Establishing the Validity of Tests of Performance in Team Sports" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Smith College, Northampton, 1960), pp. 
57-58. 
Although the longest game in Moore's study was eight minutes, 
her findings agree with Stroup's results with a positive correlation 
coefficient supporting the use of game results as a validation 
criterion for skills tests intended to predict performance in team 
sports.7 In the recommendations of her study, however, Moore 
suggested the possible need of utilizing results of longer games 
as the validation criterion.8 
11  
Loose obtained correlation_coefficients between the Knox Test 
and team success as measured by the final team standings in a high 
school basketball league. He concluded that the Knox Skill test did 
not have predictive qualities in determining team success. Loose also 
indicated, when correlating the skill test with the coaches ranking 
of individual players, that the skill test would not be an accurate 
device to be used in selecting team members from a group of basketball 
candidates. 9 
Hill relates that insignificant relationships exist between the 
correlation of the Knox Basketball Skill tests and two success 
criteria, namely--subjective ratings by coaches and objective game 
performance determined by game statistics--when testing college 
freshman and varsity basketball players. The highest correlation 
7Ibid., p. 59. 
Brbid., p. 60. 
9w. A. Loose, "A Study to Determine the Validity of the Knox 
Basketball Test'' (unpublished Master' s thesis, �ashington State 
University, Pullman, 1961 ), p. 33. 
12 
found between the Knox Skill test, which consisted of a speed dribble, 
wall bounce, dribble and shoot, and a "penny-cup" test, was with the 
freshman basketball players objective game performance. By the use 
of the skill score results, this study did distinguish between the 
retained and unsuccessful basketball candidates that were dropped from 
both the freshman and varsity squads. 10 
Data relative to individual and team basketball performance 
were obtained from Elbel and Allen•� comprehensive study of game 
statistics. Exhaustive offensive and defensive basketball data were 
recorded, analyzed, and compared with an objective evaluation tech­
nique and a subjective ranking by players and coaches. Although the 
subjective ratings and objective evaluations of playing efficiency 
displayed a pronounced difference in some cases, both methods estab­
lished the game point production factor as the most important attri­
bute to individual playing success.11 
Reaction Tests� in Predicting and Evaluating Basketball Success 
The search of the literature revealed studies using body 
reaction and quickness as a basis for obtaining correlation co­
efficients between specific and general movement time with regard to 
lOLeo J. Hill, "Determining Basketball Ability Through the Use 
of a Basketball Skill Test" (unpublished Master's thesis, State College 
of Washington, Pullman, 1956), pp. 29-30. 
llE. R. Elbe! and Forrest C. Allen, "Evaluating Team and 
Individual Performance in Basketball, " Research Quarterly, 12:538-555, 
October, 1941. 
• 1 3 
basketball and overall athletic success. Bunn, basketball coach and 
author, expressed the observations of many coaches when he said: 
A basketball player need not be a speedy runner, but he 
should be nimble and quick • • •  ability to start quickly, 
stop instantly, and change direction suddenly are in­
dispensable characteristics of a good basketball player. 1 2  
One of the earlier and more extensive studies;- which con-' 
tributed·information in determining relationships between general 
body quickness to individual and team success, was Keller's inves­
tigation pertaining to athletic success with regard to body reaction 
time. While advancing the theory that generalized body quickness was 
necessary for success in athletic endeavors, Keller developed exper­
iments for testing co-ordinated body reaction time of collegiate 
athletes and non-athletes in various sports. The subjects had their 
reacticn times recorded by physicall y contacting designated targets 
when directed by a flashing, visual arrow. Recorded times were then 
correlated with success ratings determined subjectively by coaches of 
their respective individual, dual, and team sport areas. 13 
Keller concluded that for successful participation in basket­
ball, baseball, football, and other team sports--which require feet 
adjustments to rapidly changing situations and to movements of several 
teammates and opponents, quicker reaction time is required than for 
12John w. Bunn, Basketball Methods (New Yo�k: The MacMill an 
Co. , 1939), P• 39. 
13L. F. Keller, "The Relation of 'Quickness o f  Body Movement.' 
t o Su cc es s in At h 1 e t i c s , " Re search Qua r t er 1 y , 1 3 : 14 6-1 5  5 , May , 19 4 2 • 
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individual or dual sports. Also, there was a pronounced dif ference 
between the reaction time mean o f  athletes and non-athletes, but no 
significant differ ences among or within squads and members of team 
sports. 1 4 
1 4 
The conclusions by Patrick, when correlated with subj ect success 
ratings, asserted that the better basketball players had the quicker 
reaction time, most basketball experience, and more maturity than the 
rest of the squad members.1 5 
When comparing successful and rejected college freshman basket­
ball candidates, Patty noted that the selected squad members exceeded 
the rejected basketball candidates in the ability to move the body 
quickly. On the other hand, however, there was no significant dif­
frence between the upper and lower fifty per cent o f  the twenty-four 
selected freshman squad members in regard to reaction time.16 
Steitz, in a penetrating depth research project on correlating 
numerous reaction variables to success in varsity college sports, 
concluded that: 
The only significant relationship of the variables test ed 
to success in basketball was reaction time o f  the right hand 
1 4Ibid. 
1 5John Patrick, "Quick Reaction Time Means Athletic Ability·, "  
Athletic Journal , 30:68, September, 1 949 . 
16E l ber t K. Patty, "The Rel ationsh i p  o f  Selected tlieasurable 
Tr aits to Success in Bask etball , " (unpublished - P . E. C . t h es j s, I nd i ana 
University, Bloomington, 1 953), pp. 83-85. 
moving to the right. Success criteria were determined in 
each sport by a coaches ranking of team members. 1 7 
Summary 
The early inves tigations pertaining to evaluation and pre­
diction of individual basketball and team success were primarily 
basketball skill and timed body reaction tests. The playing compo­
nents of the game of basketball, �hich included ball handling, 
shooting, and i n  some cases reaction time, were incorporated into 
1 5  
a battery of skill tests, while body quickness or movement times were 
investigated as possible indicators of basketball playing success. 
Both skill tests and body reaction investigations were correlated 
with individual and team playing success as measured by subjective 
ratings of coaches, scorers, and basketball judges; and, in later 
studies, game results were included as success criteria. 
Although there were numerous experimental designs used in the 
skil l tests and timed body reaction procedures, both types of basket­
ball success predictors appeared to have merit in selecting basketball 
squad members from a large number of candidates. On the other hand, 
the majority of the research conclusions indicated that neither skill 
test scores or player reaction times could differen tiate between levels 
of playing ability of members within a selected basketball squad • .  
17Edward S. S teitz, "The Relationsh i p  c �  Reaction 1ime, Speed, 
Sargent Jump, Physical Fitness, and Other  Variables tc Success in 
Spec if ic Sports . " (unpublished D. P. E. i hes i s , Spr i ng f i �ld Coll ege, 
Springfield, 1 963 ) , p. 138. 
CHAPTER I I I  
PROCEDURE FOR OBTAINING DATA 
The selection of high school subje ct , objective game factors, 
methods of securing and measuring individual basketball game data , 
and success criteria are presented in this chapter. 
The Subjects 
The subjects selected for the study were thirty juniors and 
twenty-one seniors who were members of  the sophomore and varsity basket­
ball squads at Rapid City, South Dakota, High School during the years of 
1 961 through 1968. Only those players who had completed their sophomore 
year on the Rapid City High School sophomore squad and junior and senior 
years on the Rapid City High School varsity basketball teams were con­
sidered subjects for this predictive investigation. 
The selected players had previous ex perience on a ninth grade 
basketball team and ranged from fifteen to sixteen years of age during 
their sophomore year. A player  was ineligible for this study if he had 
accumulated fifteen or more playing quarters in varsity basketball 
competition during his sophomore year. 
Selection and Analysis of Game Factors 
The fi rst step was the selection of objective playing factors 
which were  thought to be inherent in successful high school basketball 
performance. Although there are numerous playing components involved 
in basketball proficiency, only the essential, measurable, game 
statistics--as deemed warranted by high school and co l lege coaches, 
physical educators, and the review of related literature--were 
collected and computerized in this study. Furthermore, Guilford, an 
author in the field of statistics of psychol ogy and education, men­
tioned that "It has been a common f inding that it r arely pays t o  
bring into a multiple-prediction situat ion more than four or five 
independent variables. "1 
Unlike previous basketball prediction studies, this inves­
tigation sought to utilize actual game statistics which were thought 
1 7  
to have a direct bearing upon individual point production in high 
school basketball games. In  recording the selected game factors, the 
playing elements selected involved a minimum of time, equipment, 
personnel, and expense ; but, at the same time, retained the qualities 
of reliability and validity for the effective use cf predicting 
basketball pl aying success. Therefore, attempted free throw average 
per game ; successful free throw average per game ; field g oal per­
centage ; and rebound percentage; with the aforesaid conditional 
requirements in mind, were the selected factors utilized for ·predicting 
individual point production . 
Analysis of basket shooting. Both Peterson's and H obson 's  
studies concerning objective factors in basketbalJ dep ict the 
1J .  P. Guilf ord, Fundamen tal Sta t j s t i cs -in Psychology and 
Education (New York-T oront o-London: McGraw-H i l l B c ok C cmpany, I nc. , 
1 950), p. 426. 
prevailing thought among numerous coaches in regard t o  baske t  
shooting. The former investigation rel ates that the primary factor 
in basketball is shooting the ball thr ough the hoop. 2 Hobson in 
compiling data relative to basket shooting is o f  the opinion that 
team success is dependent upon accurate shooting by individual 
players. 3 
Analysis .Qf successful field goals. Since a prima ry  aim in the 
game of basketball is to score, t he success ful fiel d goal is the 
vehicle in which the majority of the points in a game situation are 
realized. Accurate shooting, eluding the defensive man, offensi ve 
rebounds, obtaining the ball through quick body reactions for an 
unmolested basket--these conditioned responses and innate capabil ities 
in basketball performance may be effectively employed by the athlete 
to score points in a basketball contest. 
Peterson echoes the thoughts of many basketball coaches, then, 
when he states that "unless the end product of such motor man.ipulations 
is success ful in terms of shooting the ball through the basket, the 
entire series of s kills leading up to the shot or shots may be termed 
secondary factors. "4 Thus, the number of success ful field g oal 
attempts is dependent upon the individual ' s  abi lity of putting the 
ball through t he basket. 
2Pe terson, l oc. c i t. 
3H cbson, .Q.12 •  cit . ,  p .  152 . 
4 Peterson, loc. cit.  
Analysi s  .£f attempted free th r ows .  Ac curat e f ree throw 
shooting might aid but does not necessarily insure added proficiency 
on the basketball court. The first and foremost phase of increased 
scoring at the free throw line will be attri buted to the number of 
attempted free throws one receives during the c ourse of a ball game. 
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Attributes of an effective basketball player ,  many t imes, wil l 
be revealed in the total number of free throws he is awarded during 
a contested basketball game. A few examples of conditioned responses, 
motivational aspects, and innate capabilities which may be mani fested 
in the number of awarded free thro� attempts during the course of a 
basketball contest are: 
1 .  Employing effective use o f  height, weight, and jumping 
ability in aggressive rebounding, 
2. Using fundamental footwork in maneuvering for field goal 
or rebound position, 
3. Utilizing quick movements to gain favorable body position 
for obtaining a loose ball, and 
4. Retaining possession of the basketball when harassed by the 
defensive pressure of the oppcnent. 
Analysis 2..f successful free throws. With the exce·ption of the 
basket interferen ce call where the ball j s  illegally preven ted from . 
entering the goal by an opponent, the field goal and free throw are 
the only avenues in which points may be scored in a basketball game. 
A player may surplement his field goal s c orj ng produc tion , of cour se, 
by success fully shoo ting the bal l through the goal from an un obstructed 
position fifteen feet from the baske t in a free throw situation. 
The e ffectiveness  o f  a basketball pl ayer, therefore , may be augmented 
by the number of successful free throw attempts he may obtain in t he 
course of a basketball contes t .  
Analysis of rebound percentage. Individual rebounding fur­
nis hes  the basketball player additional opportunities to s core. The 
defensive rebound indirectly affords one the chance of a s hot since 
his team has possession of the ball . A player may score directly 
from an offensive rebound . 
Scoring chances are presented by rebounds for all players on 
the basketball court during the course of a ball game . Forward s  and 
centers usually benefit more from the scoring opportunities supplied 
by the offensive rebound due to the proximity of  the basket area made 
available by the nature of the front line positions . On the other 
hand, a long rebound might prove advantageous to a back court per­
former by providing a s hot opening that would not be available for 
a front line player s tationed closer to the basket. 
Determining Player Success 
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Previous research, consultations with basketball coaches, and 
the investigator's game data strongl y endorsed the use of individual 
point production as a basis for differentiating among player success � 
Individual player data from the Rapid City High School varsity bas ket­
ball squads, with other playing information, are presented in Tabl e I 
showing the relationships between playing success and point production 
per quarter in game compe tition. 
Pl ayer s 
J . D . 
, ,  r 
V • \...J •  
J . L . 
T . L  
R . H . 
B . M.  
[' . iii . 
L . B. 
;✓: . ·,, \· . 
G . S . , 
J . L . 
K .  ·.:; . 
P . N . 
c . c .  
K . H . 
K . N .  
C . H .  
R . K . 
TABLE I 
RAPID CITY HIGH SCHOOL 1 96 1 -1968 VARS ITY BASKETBALL SENIOR MEMBER ' S  ACTUAL POINT 
PRODUCT ION PER QUARTER WITH IND IV IDUAL PLAYER ACHIEVED HONORS OF THE STATE "A" 
MOST VALUABL E PLAYER AWARD , ALL-TOURNAMENT , AND ALL-STATE SELECTIONS 
Pos i t i on Po ints per Al l -State and Player s Position Points per Al l -S tate and 
quarter Al l -Tourney quar ter Al l -Tourney 
MVP Jun . Jun . - Sen . 
Sen i or Junior- Al l Al l Sen ior Jun i or - Al l  Al l 
Senior State Tourney Sen i or State Tourney 
center 4 . 72 ---- -�** **�
· + R .  P .  forward 1 . 86 1 . 73 * 
center 4 . 67 4 . 09 *� *** R .  M .  f orward 1 . 67 1 . 33 
center 4 . 0 1 3 . 42 *?(· G. H .  f orward 1 . 44 1 . 30 
cen ter 2 . 94 2 . 77 * J . M. forward , 1 . 1 7 1 . 1 9 
cen ter 2 . 75 2 . 70 
center 2 . 07 1 . 99 R. S .  guard 3 . 28 2 . 63 ** 
center 1 . 65 1 . 57 A. B . guard 3 . 31 2 . 55 *** ** 
cen t e r  1 . 3 2  1 . 6 1  B. W .  guard 2 . 8 1 2 . 53 *·* 
B . R .  guard 2 . 62 2 . LJ 8 * * 
f orward 5 . 99 4 . 85 *** *** + R .  K .  guard 2 . 63 2 . 46 
f er ward 3 . 44 ---- *** B .  B.  guard 2 . 56 2 . 08 * 
f crward 3 . 1 5  2 . 90 ** T . T .  guard 2 . 00 1 . 96 ** 
f or\vard  3 . 1 3  2 . 80 ** M. W .  guard 1 . 82 1 . 70 
f on\iard 3 . 1 5  2 .  77 *·** �-* J .  w . guard 1 . 23 1 . 1 6 
f or ward 2 . 82 2 . 5 1  J . H .  guard 1 . 20 1 . 1 1 
f orward 3 . 1 5 2 . 47 * M. E .  guard 0 . 77 0 . 83 
f orward 2 . 94 ---- * M . H .  guard 0 . 76 0 . 79 
forward 2 . 5 1  2 . 39 * G . H .  guard 0 . 63 0 . 70 
f orward 2 . 36 2 .  1 8  * 
F ir s t  team = *-H Second team = ** Th ird team and honorable  men t i on = * MVP = + 
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Additional information regarding three team cl assifications 
of All-State basket ball candidates and two possible team classifica­
tions w i th honorable-men tioned citations of Al l- Tournament select ions 
was collected and presen ted in Tabl e I with  regard to  individual 
honors achieved during the basketball season and State "A" Tournament. 
It should be mentioned that All-State honors are the most valid 
credentials 6f player success as the entire basketball season is 
evaluated in this selection . Onl� three state tournament games 
provide the basis for All-Tournament honors. 
Data collection materials. Three types of  game data collecting 
materials were used to record the sophomore game results. First, the 
official sophomore scorer's book contained the foll owing information 
and factors selected for study. The pertinent ii ems reccrded in the 
game book for thi s  study were : 
1.  The name o f  the opponent, 
2. The date of  the game, 
3 .  The individual names and numbers of the players, 
4. The individual successful field goals, attempted free 
throws, and successful free throws, and 
5 .  The game score. 
The second data sheet was in t he form of a shot char t with  the 
ex act location of every attempted and successful field goal charted 
on a diagrammn t ical drawing o f  a basketball court  as simulated i n  
F igu r e  1 .  An attempt ed sho t w a s  marked dur i ng a game s j tuati0n f or a 
Home team 
30 
24 , - -�f\ 
30 
24 
1 5  
15 
r,;;\ 
\ � 2 1/ 
', ... __ _ .,. .,.
,,
' ® 15 
@) 
Opponent 
F I GURE I 
BASKET BALL SHOT CHART FOR THE RECCHD I NG OF I NDI V I DUAL 
SUCCESSFUL AND A TT  EMPTED F I EL D  GOALS 
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player by deno ting the individua l ' s jersey number on the shot chart  
at  the approxima ted area from where the shot was taken. Hence, if  
the shot was successful, a circle was placed around the ch arted 
player's number to differentiate between an a ttempted and successful 
field goal. 
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The remain i ng form included the recording o f  individu al 
offensive and defensive rebounds with other game data not germane to 
this particular study. Furthermore, to facilitate an organized 
statistical record of each participa ting sophomore basketball player, 
tabulated data from the game charts and official scorer's book were 
recorded in an accumulative, statistical record after each sophomore 
basketball game. The accumulative, statistical chart is presented in 
Appendix A. 
Data Collecting Personnel 
The shot chart and rebound sta tistics sheet were char ted and 
calculated by two Rapid City High School  student managers who were 
carefully selected for competency and interest in basketball _ by the 
sophomore coach. A high school  faculty member, each year, recorded 
general g ame informa t ion and individual game results of  attempted free 
throws, successful f ield goals, and free throws in the off icial soph­
omore scorer ' s  book. 
At the beginning of each ba s ketball seascn, . the sophomore coach 
would explain to the student da ta collectors t�e i mport ance, procedure, 
and f u l l  description of each g ame f a ct or tha t wa s to be recorded. 
Both d a ta col l e ctors, moreover, rece ived va luabl e exper i ence in 
collecting and processing game statist i cs by charting the result s o f  
two or more in tra-squad  basketball scrimmages pri o r to the opening 
sophomore basketball game. 
In order to eliminate errors with regard t o  the recordi ng of 
successful field goals ,  the shot chart and official scorer's borik 
were compared for discrepancies. Al so, the c oach wou l d  check the 
game results and accumulative record of each of the participating 
squad members after each inter-school basketball contest. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYS IS AND DI SCUSS I GN OF RESUL TS 
Organ i z a t i on .Qf the Dat a f or Treatment 
Procedures and a statistical de s i gn were developed to formul a t e  
an objective tcol to aid in the eval uat ion o f  future h igh  scho ol 
basketball playing ability. This dictated that the ex perimental 
design recognize some type o f  predicted playing factor which could 
provide a means for evaluating impendi ng yarsity play ing success . 
Since the obj ective factor of individual varsity point produc­
tion per quarter was selected as the success criterion, a mult i ple­
correlation equati on was developed from the inter -correlations and 
correlations of the dependent variable of indi v idual varsi ty game 
point production and inde pendent variables of individual sophomore 
game statistics .  
In calculating estimates of  individual varsi ty point produc­
ti on per quarter, the multiple linear regression equat i on as de scribed 
by Steel and Tor rie was used for this study : 1 
Y = individual point production per quar t�r for the 
varsity basket bal l  season/s, 
1R cbert  G. D. Steel and Jame s H . Torrie, Princ iples and 
Procedures o f  Sta tist i cs (flew York: McGraw-Hil l  Book C on1pan y , I n c . ,  
1960), p. 283. 
x1 = ind ividual succes sful sophomore field goal average per game for the basketball season, 
indiv idual sophomore field goal percentage for the 
basketball season, 
x3 = individual successful sophomor e free thr ow average per game for the basketball season, 
individual attempted sophomore free throw average 
pe r game for the basketball s e ason, and 
x5 = individual player rebound percentage for the baiket­ball season. 
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With the aid of a� electr onic computer in the development of 
the regression equations from the five individual soph omo re predici or 
variables, the basic predictive design was developed around the 
following three categories : 
1.  Points per quarter in the junior year, 
2. Points per quarter in the senior year, and 
3. Points per quarter in the combined junior -senior year/s. 
The multiple correlation  coefficient ( R), which represents 
the maximum correlation between the success criteri a and predictor 
variables, could not have been increased by deleting any one . of the 
independent factors. Theref ore the en tire group of the five predictor  
variables ( X 's) were included in the three developed regression 
equations. 
Standard part i al re£ression coefficien ts ( SPR), partial r egre s­
sion ccef f i cients (YR), sums of squares redu c t i on, and  the err or term 
we r e  computed s epara tel y i n  each developed reg�essir n equa t i on with  
regard t c  the three categ or ies . In  the predict i ve equa t i ons- - (a )  is  
a cons tan t , a = � - (b1i 1 + b2i2 + b3x3 + b4i� + b5i5 )-- and wa s 
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produced from the sophomore player d ata. l he success criterion (Y ) ,  
individual point production per quarter, wa s derived from the c ombined 
calculations of the beta weights appearing a s  regression coefficients, 
predictor variables, and the constant (a) in the formulated predictive 
equations.  
The final phase of the sta tistical analysis procedure i nvolved 
the testing of the hypotheses at the . 05 and . 0 1 cr i t ical s ignificant 
levels. In determining the significance of the three predictive 
equat ions, an F value was obtained from a ratio of the sums of squares 
reduction and the error term. The calculated F va l ue was compared 
with the tabular F distribution for degrees of freedom--df = X, 
N- (X+l )  where x = independent variables fitted--to decide whether to 
reject or not reject the proposed hypotheses. This step, in testing 
the three hypotheses for significance, served to evaluate the predic­
tor capability and degree of relationship between the individual 
sophomore game statistics and player point production per quarter in 
high school basketball. 
Simple linear correlations of variables, significant and non­
significant player d ata, and informa tion not  incl uded in the .body of 
the study are reported in the Appendices. 
Analysis .Q.f the Da t a 
Th is section provides results o f  t he s t atistlcal analys is  fr Gm 
the data , the develo ped  regression e qua t j ons, a �d an example of 
calculating estima ted  varsity pl ayer p c 5 nts pe r quarter in l1 i gh icho o l  
bask e tba l l .  
The data in Table I I  su��arize by junior ,  senior, and combined 
junior-sen ior years , respectively, the multiple regre s s ion f ind ings 
to be applied in tes ting Hypotheses  1, 2, and 3. 
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Both the standard partial regression coefficients and partial 
regress ion coefficients are found_ in the entri� s for each category of 
predicted points  per quarter. Disregarding the sign, the standard 
part ial regression coefficients manifest  the magnitude of each predic­
tor variable. The independent factor of free throws made per game, 
therefore, exerts the greatest influence on the predicted individual 
basketball point product ion criteria with regard to the two s ignif­
icant regression equations. The illus tration in Table IV , page 32, 
provides the reader with the use of the partial regres sion coeffi­
cients  in estimating the point production of varsity high s chool 
basketball players. 
The findings shown in Table II represent for each var s ity cat­
egory the combined predictor contribution in the form of the multiple . 
correlation coefficient R, the multiple R2, and the critical level of 
significance. With a multiple R of . 79 and sixty-three percent of 
the accounted total variance expressed in R2, the junior-senior clas­
sification prov ided the most significant relationship of the developed 
regression equations with regard to predictor sophomore variables and 
success  criteria of varsity points per quarter .  
In applying the calculated F values of  the regress ion results 
with the F tables from 5 and 15 degrees of freedom, only the jun ior 
category computat ions failed to account for a significan t amount of 
the variation in Y . On the other hand, the senior regre s sion equation 
TABLi.. '. I 
STANDARD PARTIAL REGRESSION , PARTIAL REGRESSION , SUMS OF SQUARES REDUCTION , ERRCR TERM , AND 
F INDINGS WITH REGARD TO MULTI PLE REGRESSION ANALYS IS OF POINT PRODUCTION PER QUARTER 
IN JUNIOR , SEN IOR , AND COMBINED JUNIOR-SENIOR VARS I TY HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL YEARS 
Pred ictors : ( X 's ) Jun ior Year Sen ior Year  
SPR PR SPR PR 
Successfu l F ie ld  goa l  aver age . 7997 . 3834 . 5659 . 2633 
F ie l d  goa l  percentage . 0500 . 0040 . 6 1 63 . 06 18  
Successful free throw aver age - . 8925 - . 7424 - 1 . 1 241 - 1 . 2480 
Attempted free throw average . 5316  . 2708 . 7044 . 4 988 
Rebound per centage . 0297 . 0035 . 5054 . 0724 
Sums of squares reduct ion . 2014  . 3788 
Error . 4098 . 2858 
F ind ings : 
Mul t i ple  ,R . 574 . 755 
Mul t iple  R2 . 330 . 570 
F r a t i o  1 . 50 3 . 98* 
Cr i t ical  F va lues :  . 05 level  ( *) = 2 . 90 ,  . 01 l evel ( **) = 4 . 56 �  df  = ( 5 , 1 5) 
Jun ior-Sen ior Year 
SPR 
. 701 8 
. 6 1 95 
- 1 . 3250 
. 881 9  
. 4363 
. 2994 
. 1 734 
. 794 
. 63 1  
5 . 45** 
PR 
. 3808 
. 0525 
- 1 . 2433 
. 5278 
. 0528 
(.,J 
0 
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was signi f icant at the .05 level of confidence and l i  appr r ached but 
did not make t h e  .01 probabil i ty level. The jun j or - s eni or classifica­
tion was significant at .01 l evel cf confidence . 
The multiple regression equations presen t ed in  Table I II are 
the developed predictive tools for the purpose o f  e s t i mat ing fu ture 
point production. In  devel oping the predict ive f ormul as,  t he partial 
regression entries from Table I I  were placed wi th their  res pective 
independent sophomore ga�e variabl es. The ( a )  constan t  has been  
calculated from the means of the independent predict or variables and 
dependent success criteria variables of varsity points per quarter 
available in Appendix B. In essence, the impl emen tation of the sig­
nificant developed regression equations for the purposes of this 
investigation, the success criteria or varsi ty  points per quarter were 
expressed in terms o f  Y. 
TABLE I II 
THE MULTI PL E  REGRESSION EQUATIONS DEVELOPED FCR ESTIMATING 
HIGH SCHOOL BAS KETBAL L PCINT PRODUCTION IN THE JUNI OR, 
SENIOR, AND COMBINED JUNIOR-SENIOR YEARS 
Varsity year/s Developed Multiple Re gression Equations 
Junior y = -2.18 + .383X 1 + .004X2 + .742X3 + . 271XLl + .00.1x5 
Senior* y = -2.12 + .363X1 + .062X2 + ( - 1 . 25 ) X 3 
+ . 499X4 +. 072X 
Jun :i or-
5 
Seni or** Y = -1.86 + .381X1 + .O53X2 + ( - ! . 24 ) X3 + .528X4 +.053x5 
Cr i t ical sign i f icant level : .01 = (** )  
• 05  = ( * )  
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An example of computing the es timated ind iv i dual varsity point 
production per quarter fr rM  the developed multiple regress j on equ a ­
tions is given j n  Tabl e IV. I n  the illustration predicted vars i t y 
points per quarter in Table IV, indivi dual pl ayer dat a c f  subject 001 
from Appendix 8 is applied to the Juni or-Senior multip le regression 
formula. 
TABLE  I V  
THE CALCULAT I ON OF I ND IV I DUAL POI NT PRODUCTION I N  TH E JUN ICR - S EN I CR 
YEARS FROM THE PREDI CTOR VAR I ABL ES OF SCPHOMORE GAME S TAT I S TI CS 
Subject's Number Predictor Variables from Individual Player Data 
Sophomore Game Statistics Appendix  B 
001 Xl 
= Field goals made per game 3. 48 
X2 
= Field goal percentage for seas on 4 1 . 4 
X3 
= Free throws made per game 0 . 57 
X4 
= Attempted free thr m•1s per game 0 . 93 
X5 
= Rebound percentage for sea s on 09. 4 
Junior-Senior Predictive Equat j cn 
Y = -1. 86 + . 38 1 X1 + . 053X2 + (-l. 24)X3 + . 528X4 + . 053X5 
y = -1. 86 + . 38 1 (3. 48) + . 053 (41. 4) + ( -1. 24) (. 57 ) + . 528 ( . 93 )  + 
. 053 (9. 4) 
y = -1. 86 + 1 . 33 + 2. 1 9  + (-0. 71)  + 0. 49 + 0. 50 � 1 . 9� 
Subject 001 = Pred i c ted 1 . 94 points per quari er fer  j un i n r -senior 
year/s 
in 
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Summary and Discussion o f  Results 
Summary of f indings 
For the purpose of di fferentiating among varsity high school 
basketball prospects w i th regard to future varsi ty h igh school basket­
ball per formance, independent vari ables of individual sophomore game 
data and success criteria of varsity poin t product ion are developed 
into a predictive tool in the form of two sign ificant multiple regres­
sion equations.-
An F value determined the significance of the predictive equa­
tions with the junior-senior and senior classifications, respectively, 
at the . 01 and . 05 levels of confidence. On the other hand, the 
junior category did not acc·ount for a significant amount of variation 
in the est imated crit eria and was therefore rejected. 
Discussion .Q.f F indings 
Previous research indicated that  there had been little success 
in correlating future basketball game performance, especially within 
squads, from various types of physical and basketball sk i ll tests . 
Hence, a need ex isted for an objective device to aid in the eval uation 
of future high school  basketball players for squad and team selecticn. 
Significan t multiple regression equat i ons were developed in 
this study to predict fu ture high school play ing s�ccess from a pro­
jected estimation of varsity po ints per quarter . The success cr i teria 
took the f orm o f  a point production index for {he eva l ua t i on of f u t ure 
high school basket bal l players .  The mult i ple R 's of . 79 cind . 75 in 
the developed pr edici ive f o rmul as , accordins i c  Garr e t t  and Gu i l fo rd , 
show a rel atively high rel ationship between the pred i ctor variables 
and the success criteria . 1 In addition, s ixty-three and fifty-seven 
percent of variation accounted for in the junior-senior and senior 
developed regression f ormula s, respectively , indicates the · success 
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in ·estimating the varsity point production. The greatest amount ·o f  
variability accounted f or in the succes s criteria of the devel oped 
regression equations, then is registered by the junior-senior predictive 
f ormul a. 
Application of succes s criteria. The culminating aspect o f  
the predicting success criteria resides in the a pplication of  estimated 
· · ·'; : · •'JI 
individual varsity points per quarter with regard to the origina l  
purposes o f  the study. More s pecifically--how can predicted varsity 
high s chool  basketball point production per quarter be used to aid 
the coach in the evaluation of future pl ayer performance? 
In order , then, to implement s ignificant findings with regard 
to the general and specific purposes of this investigation, estimated 
point s of individua l  varsity players from 1967- 1 968 Rapid City High 
School basketball s quad are used fpr evaluation purposes. First o f  
all ,  by pl ayer position, interpretati ons o f  future varsity pl aying 
success was denoted  from comparis ons between previous individual 
predicted varsity p oint production and ba sketbal l  playing succes s a s  
measured by  actual pl ayer point production per quarter. 
lHenry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education ( New 
York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1940 ) , p. 342 ; J. P. Guilford ,  
Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and Education ( New York: McGraw­
Hil l Book Company, Inc. , 1950 ), P •  165. 
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The i nvestigator i s  cognizant of the f act t h a t  es t i ma � ed po int 
production ind ices as presented in Table V, which det e rm ine t�e future 
basketball success evaluations, s hould be emplryed as  a gener a l  
orienta t ion rather than a fixed guide in the apprais a l  o f  future h igh 
school basketball play ing performance . Therefore ,  each ba sketball 
coach sh ould adjust t he estimated su ccess point standard t o  the ap­
plicati cn of h is own needs and player talent. 
TABLE V 
INTERPRETATION OF FUTURE INDIVIDUAL VARSITY RAP I D  CITY HIGH 
SCHOOL BASKETBALL  PLAYING S UCCESS FROM ESTIMATED PCINTS 
PER QUARTER 
Player Position 
Forwards and 
centers 
Guards 
Predicted Points Per 
Quarter Range 
0. 00 
1 . 01 
1 . 56 
2. 3 1  
o . oo 
0.51 
1. 1 6  
1 .86 
1 . 00 
1. 55 
2.30 
3. 50 
0. 50 
1 .15 
1 . 85 
3.00 
Interpretation of 
Future Varsi ty 
Play ing Success 
Poor 
Average 
Good 
Excellent 
Po or 
Aver a_ge 
Good 
Excell ent 
In evaluating the el even leading candi date s o f  t he sel�cted 
Rapi d City H ig h  School sophomore squad, t he predicted varsi t y  point 
product i on per qu arter of each individual player wa s cal cu l ated and 
compared with the success i n te r pr e tat i ons i n  1·able v . l he junior­
sen i or pred ictive equa t i on was employed for va r s i i y  re i n t s pe r quarter 
est imation from the pl ayer ' s  indi v i dua l s oph �more g ame s t atist i c s . 
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Before discussing the evaluaticns of t he sel ected sophomore 
players through estimated  varsity point product i c n ,  the au thor  wishe s 
to delineate between the team and squad classifications as i t  pe rta i ns 
to the appraisal of  future pl ayer talent in Tabl e V I. The squad w.ay 
range from twelve to twenty part icipating basketbal l p layers in · a 
given season whereas a team may involve the top seven or eight members 
on the squad. 
In  future team selection, the high varsity point estimation 
for players A, B, I, and J in Table VI shou ld suggest that these 
four sophomore basketball pr cspects recei ve ampl e playing time in 
both the junior and senior campaigns. Although sophomore players with 
high predicted varsity poi n t  production may not manifest their es­
timated pl aying performance early in the junior pl aying season, 
limited playing time at this stage could restrict t he development of 
a high potential individual . I n  addition, players who have team poten­
tial playing ability in the junior year will  usual ly form the nucleus 
of the squad for the follcwing season. 
Many times in squad selection, pl ayers in the poor to - low 
average ability grcup are eliminated or retained in the first two 
weeks of  practice by some predilect ion of  the coach. I n  this discus­
sion, players E, F, G, and H should be given an oppor tunity to partic­
ipa te on the varsity squad as juniors for futur e  squad and team d evel­
opmen t. Projected player point predictions, in t he above s ituati on, 
would not just i fy the ret aining of certa i n  ind t� i duals over ether 
player s wit h  r ega rd  to squad selection .  
At this time , the reader should be mad e aware  r f  t he motiva­
tional possibili ties i mplied by the var sity point product i on e stima ­
tion . Players D and K ,  for example, who appear i n  t h e high  average 
and good ability grouping , could be pos sible candid a te s f e r team 
membership with a dedicated approach for sel f improvemen t in basket­
ball through extra individual practice . 
TAi3LE VI 
EVALUATI ON OF THE RA.PIO CITY HIGH SCHOOL 'S 1 967-1968 SCPHOMORE 
BASKETBALL PLAYERS FROM ESTIMATED VARSITY POINTS PER QUARTER 
CALCULATED H<s OM THE JUNIOR-SENI OR PREDICTIV �  EQUATION 
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Player Position Predicted 
Varsity 
Points 
Evaluation of Pl ayer Success from es­
timated Point Average Per Quarter 
A.  
B.  
c. 
D. 
E.  
F .  
G. 
H .  
I •  
J .  
K .  
**-:lE = 
Per Quarter 
center 3 . 3 1 
center 3 . 1 5  
center 1. 1 9  
forward 1 . 5 3 
forward 1 . 1 3 
forward 0 . 99 
forward 0 . 33 
forward O . l l  
guard 2 . 35 
guard 1 . 90 
guard 1 . 46 
defin ite 'poten tial 
+ = interpretation 
Junior year Senior Year Player 
Team Squad Team Squad  Success+ 
*� *** excelle_n t  
*** **-* excell ent 
*** ** 1 ow avg . 
** high avg .  
** ** low avg . 
** * l ow avg. 
*-)f- * poor 
** -x- poor 
*** *** excel lent 
** *-)f-¥- excell ent 
* ** good 
** = probable potentia l i = limited potential 
of fu ture playing succe s s, T ab le  V 
In regard to over-all quality f or futur e  g ame per f crmance-­
e �peciall y with pl ayers A,  B, I, and J- - fr,€ es t i r , 1 d  tcd va r s  i i.. y  poin t  
produ ction indicates the possibilities of an excellent basketbal l 
team. Moreover , the high individual predicted point production might 
dictate the style of play to be employed in . the future. Team tactics 
employing the use of an aggressive offensive and defensive style of 
basketball may enhance the effectiveness of the potentially high 
scoring players. On the other hand, a low point prediction for a 
team might suggest the use of a more deliberate style of ball to 
overcome the deficiencies of limited basketball playing ability. 
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In applying the predicted varsity poin ts per quarter for 
evaluation pruposes, it must be recognized that the interpretations 
from the success criteria are not a panacea for future squad and team 
selection. The main objective in developing the predictive equations 
was to formulate an objective device to aid in the purposes of the 
investigation . 
Discussion of the Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1 .  The first hypothesis stated that a regression 
equation can be developed from sophomore game statistics that wil l 
differentiate among future high school basketball pl ayer success by 
predicting individual point production per quarter in the j unior year. 
This hypothesis was rejected because the multiple correlation ( . 57 )  
was not significant at  the . 05 level of confidence. 
Hypothesis �- The second hypothesis stated tha t a regression 
equation can be developed from sophomore game statistics that will 
differentiate among future high school basketball player success by 
predicting individual point production per quarter in the senior year. 
This hypothesis was not rejec ted because the multipl e correlati on 
( . 75) was significant at the .05 level of c onfi dence. 
Hypothesis 1· The third hypothesis stated that a regressi on 
equation can be developed from sophomore game statistics that will 
differentiate among future high school basketball player success by 
predicting ind ivid ual point production per quarter in the comb ined 
j unior-senior years. This hypo tResis was not rejected because the 
multiple correla t i on ( . 79) was significant at the .01 level of 
confidence. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSI ONS, AND RECOMMENDATI ONS 
Problem 
The purpose of this investigation was to develop a multiple 
regres sion equation , employing sophomore game statistics , which would 
aid in predicting future individual high school varsity ba s ketbal l  
succes s  a s  mea sured by game point production. 
In addition , the application of the significant findings 
resulting from the inve stigation were to a s sist in the following aims: 
1 .  Determining the quality of basketball ability available 
for the team and squad. 
2 . Preventing the elimination of athlete s from the s quad who 
had playing ability equal or superior to that o f  the 
present participating squad members. 
3. Providing an earlier asses sment of team members for the 
season's games. 
4. Motivating sophomore players who might be marginal choices 
for future team and squad selection. 
Methods and Procedures 
Rapid City High School sophomore ba s ketball players (N  = 30, · 21 )  
o f  the 1 961 through 1 968 basketball seasons, who had completed the 
j unior and senior varsity ba sketball campaigns, provided the data 
for the developed predictive formula s .  These data included five 
predictor variables of  individual sophomore game statistics--field 
goal average per game , field goal percentage, successful free throw 
average, attempted free throw average, and rebound per centage . Fr om 
in tercorrelations and correlations of the predictor variabl es and 
dependent success criteria of individual high school varsity game 
po int production per quarter, regression equations were developed 
� l  
for the purpose of predicting varsity playing performance as measured 
by future estimated point produc tion. 
An F value determined the significance of the regression 
equations at the . 01 and . 05 level of confidence. For discussion of 
future varsity high school basketball player su ccess, the point es­
timate for individuals on a selected sophomore basketbal l squad was 
applied to the purposes of the study. 
The final phase included testing the hypotheses of the three 
predictive equations. These testing procedures, then, examined the 
significan ce of the regression equations in terms of estimating 
individual varsity point production from sophomore predictor variables. 
Findings 
The j unior-senior regression equation, followed by the senior 
predictive formula, obtained the highest multiple correlation, .79 
and . 75, respectively, between the independent predictor variables and 
dependent suc cess c riteria of varsity point produc tion per quarter . 
Also, the former predictive category accounted for ·the greatest amoun t 
of variability in the suc cess criteria. 
In the junior-senior and senior cl assifications, the predi ctor 
independent variable of su6cessful free throws per g ame fr om the 
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player game statistics exer ted the greatest i n fluen ce upon the success 
criteria of future individual varsity pcin i  producticn per quar ter . 
The j unior -senior and senior predicti ve f ormulas were signif­
icant, respectively, at the . 01 and .05 level . In con trast, the junior 
regression equation was not significan t f er the pur poses of the inves­
tigation. 
Conclusions 
In addition to testing the hypotheses, eff orts were made to 
develop a predictive tool from sophomore independent basketball 
variables which will differentiate among future high school basketball 
pl ayer success by predicting individual varsity point production per 
quarter. 
Conclusions relevant to the development of three predictive 
equations from individual sophomore game statistics were as follows: 
1. The most significant and efficient predictoi classification · 
was the junior-sen ior formulated regression equation in 
differentiating among various degrePs o f  future high school 
basketball playing success for team and squad selec tion. 
2. A s ignifican t predictive equation was developed from the 
senior classification in predic t i ng future  high scho ol 
bas ketball playing success as �easured  by individual 
estimated var sit y  point produc t j on . 
3. ] his research ind icates that the ju� i or devel oped  regression 
equa tion does n ot have pred i ct c r  capa b il iti es i n  est i mat i ng 
individual high school po in t pr c duct ion as a measure of  
future high sch o ol basketbal l play ing  success. 
4 3  
4 .  There is reason t c  believe that  s i mil ar statistical design 
and procedur es, with the aid of the electr onic compu ter , 
could be applied by high sch o ol and possibly ccllege coaches 
in developing predict ive devices f er the purpose of  eval­
uat i ng future basket�all pl aying success . 
Recommenda ticns f or further s tudy 
Upon completion of this investiga tion, the f ol lowi ng  recomn�nda­
tions for future research are  made: 
1. That further study be c cnducted employing a similar 
statistical design, procedures, and specif ic variables of 
this investig ation for comparable purposes. 
2. That a study be conducted to determine the feasibility of 
using other predictor variables and objective success 
criteria in developing regression equat ions for basketball 
pl ayer evaluation. 
3. That a series of similar studie s  l�e c onducted at the 
college basketball level f or predic ting future varsity 
pl aying success from individual  freshman basket ball pl ay i ng 
statistics . 
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APPENDIX A 
Field Fre e  
Goals Throws Rebounds 
NAME NO. Ma. Att . Pct. Ma. Att. Pc t .  P . F .  T . P .  Avq. Qt r .  Off. De f .  
-
TOTALS 
INDIVIDUAL AND SQUAD ACCUMUL ATIVE  RECORD 
APPENDIX B 
SOPHOMORE INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL SUBJECTS GAME STATISTICS ( PREDICTOR 
VARIABLES ) AND INDIVIDUAL VARSITY POINT PRODUCTION PER QUARTER 
( SUCCESS CRITER IA)  OF SENIOR , AND JUNIOR -SENIOR YEAR/S 
Subj ect ' s 
No. 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
011 
012 
013 
01 4 
015 
016 
017 
018 
019 
020 
021 
022 
Means of  
X ' s  & Y ' s 
X1 
348 
371 
550 
417 
293 
193 
229 
133 
108 
483 
407 
300 
329 
250 
186 
500 
415 
450 
243 
1 92 
200 
3 . 14 
Pred ictor Variables  
Sophomore Year 
X2 X3 X4 
414 05r 093 
477 207 314 
369 175 317 
638 192 292 
427 100 179 
284 093 286 
492 079 120 
308 100 217 
481 050 125 
479 325 600 
404 160 287 
444 242 375 
426 136 336 
486 093 221 
441 064 207 
536 250 "350 
535 131 231 
367 175 21 0 
391 157 325 
450 064 150 
536 087 133 
44. 7 1 . 40 2. 56 
Vars i ty Po ints 
Per ·Quarter 
Seni or Jun . -Sen . 
Xs: Y2 Y3 .. 
094 200 194 
194 331 255 
098 263 247 
045 281 253 
097 256 208 
060 063 070 
034 123 1 17 
065 076 079 
026 120 111 
169 207 199 
200 275 270 
223 183 172 
121 294 278 
1 15 282 251 
094 132 161 
121 236 219 
1 42 313 280 
200 144 131 
141 3 1 5  247 
125 167 1 00 
075 251 239 
1 . 16 2 . 15 1 . 94 
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APPENDIX C 
SOPHOMORE SUBJECTS INDIVI DUAL PERCENT OF PLAYING T I ME ,  ACTUAL AND 
PREDICTED POINTS PER QUA RTER I N  THE SEN IOR AND JUNIOR- SENIOR 
YEARS 
Points Per Quarter Percentage of 
Plavina Time 
Subject's Senior Year Junior-Senior -Senior Junior-
Number Year Year Senior 
Year 
001 2. 00 2.14* 1 .96 1 .  94* 77 53 
002 3. 31 2.56*  2.55 2.20* 9 1  94 
003 2.63 2.27* 2.46 2. 22* 91 54 
C04 2.81 2. 80* 2.53 2.49* 96 69 
005 2.56 1. 92* 2.08 1.74* 78 84 
006 0.63  1. 04* 0.70 1.07 * 27 33 
007 1.23 1.62* 1.16 1 .45* 44 29 
008 0.76 0. 57* 0.79 0.53* 73 34 
009 1.20 1. 45* 1.11 1. 28* 91 54 
Oll 2.07 2. 70* 1.99 2. 74* 70 43 
012 2.7 5  2. 73* 2.70 2. 43 * 64 36 
013 1.86 2.17* 1.73 1.79* 92 51 
014 2.94 2. 55* 2. 77 2. 34* 81 40 
015 2.82 2.56* 2. 51 2. 29* 82 55 
016 1.32 2. 20* 1.61 1. 98* 41 57 
017 2.36  2. 5 1* 2. 18 2. 26* 90 53 
018 3. 13 3. 24* 2.80 2. 91* 88 86 
019 1.44 2. 08* 1.30 1. 79* 89 53 
020 3.15 1.85* 2. 47 1. 65 * 87 68  
021 1.67 2.22* 1 . 38 1 . 92* 18 13 
022 2. 51 2.04* 2.39 1 .  76* 55 32 
* = predicted varsity points per quarter 
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APPENDIX D 
RAPID CITY HIGH SCHOOL'S 1 967-1968 SOPHOMORE SQUAD MEMBERS GAME 
STATISTICS FOR ESTIMATING FUTURE BAS��ETBALL VARSITY 
POINTS PER QUARTER 
Player Made Field Field Goal Made Free Attempted Rebound 
Goals Per Percentage Throws Free Thr ows 
5 0  
Game Per Game Pe r Game Percentage 
A. 5. 07 56. 3 2. 43 3. 86 23. 4 
B .  4. 61 51. 1 1. 57 3. 28 14. 2 
c .  1. 36 3. 27 0. 7 1  2. 28 09. 1 
D .  2. 64 35. 3 1. 36 3. 27 09. 1 
E .  0. 75  50. 0 o . oo o . oo 01. 0 
F .  0. 82 47. 3 0. 45 0. 7 3  04. l 
G. 1 . 00 30. 7 0. 12 0. 62 03. 4 
H .  0. 69 21. 9 0. 38 1. 31 06. 3 
I. 4. 38 48. 7 2. 15 4. 08 08. 9 
J .  3. 50 53. 8  1. 28 1 . 78 04. l 
K .  1. 92 48. 9 0. 83 1 . 50 04. 5 
yl 
y2 
Xl 
x2 
x3 
x4 
X5 
APPENDIX E 
SIMPLE L INEAR CORRELATI ONS OF THE PREDICTOR AND SUCCESS 
CR ITER IA VARIABLES 
Y3 Xl X2 X3 x4 x5 
. 564 . 463 . 357 . 308 . 344 
. 509 . 46 1  . 343 • 271 • 381 
. 492 . 212 . 723 . 545 .478 
. 086 . 226 . 201 . Ol l  - . 1 1 3  
. 250 . 786 . 155 . 892 . 604 
. 283 . 694 -. 003 . 91 8  .504 
. 142 . 460 - . 129 . 607 . 551 
Success cr iteria variables 
yl 
= junior-senior points per quarter 
Y2 
= senior points per quarter 
Y3 
= junior points per quarter 
Predictor variables 
Xl 
= sophomore 
per game 
player successful field goal average 
X2 sophomore player field goal percentage 
5 1  
X3 
= sophomore successful free throw average per ·game 
X4 = sophomore player attempted free throw average 
per game 
X5 = soph omore player rebcund percen tage per game 
NOTE: This tabl e  sh oul d be read as f ollows : The jun i or category o f  
points per quarter c n rrelat i ons are presented on l eft-hand bottom area 
of the diagonal divi sion . The junior-sen i or and sen i or categories o f  
points per quarter correlati ons are presented on t he righ t-hand t op area 
of the d i ag nal d i v i sion . 
